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DeveloPeD by the moSt  
exPerienCeD anD reSPeCteD  

name in hairColor—

introDUCinG beth minarDi SiGnatUre
A collection of unparalled haircoloring shades designed to put superior, 
profitable color within the reach of every haircolor professional!  The collection 
includes permanent crème shades and two types of demi-permanent color: an 
alkaline demi crème AND an acid-balanced demi liquid.  

For 30 years, Beth Minardi has dedicated her career to the elevation of haircolor 
to an artform. How? By bringing a higher level of haircolor business back into 
the salon with products, methods and techniques salon professionals only 
dreamed of before.   

The Beth Minardi Signature Method provides colorists with a precise, step-by-step recipe for success.  It's Beth's 

unique educational philosophy that combines the technical and business aspects of haircolor for maximum profit 

and growth. Beth's method—developed "by a colorist for colorists"—is the culmination of Beth's thirty year color 

career. She was an instrumental part of the development of several top professional haircoloring products, a 

successful salon owner, colorist, educator and editorial contributor. When you purchase Beth Minardi Signature 

shades, you obtain access to Beth and her all-star color support team.  

Become a member of this exclusive community of colorists and achieve the success you've always dreamed of.

introducing the beth minardi Signature method

“Beth Minardi Signature is the collection 
you need to create the success you 
and you clients deserve. Now you 
can deliver the superior color and 
conditioning to your most discerning 
color clients expect every time.”  
– Beth Minardi
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Permanent Crème Color (With lift & Deposit) 
Beth Minardi’s permanent crème color palette features lightly fragranced, 
essential shades that deliver rich, natural-looking color results full of dimension 
and shine.  Based on the universal level system, these user friendly shades 
provide 100% gray coverage, excellent lift and deposit, and predictable results. 
The palette features our signature Nutrient Replacement Complex that is 
critical to optimal, healthy-looking color. 
also featuring:
• 31 intermixable shades to enhance, change or lighten naturally  

pigmented hair. 
• 100% Gray Coverage
• Dynamic, fade-resistant technology features phyto-collagen and Ceramide 2 

for maximum conditioning
• Fresh citrus zest and jasmine fragrances minimize traditional haircolor odor

DUal-Demi SyStem 
Unique to Beth Minardi Signature, the Dual-Demi System features both demi-
permanent alkaline crème and acid-balanced liquid shades that compliment  
the permanent crème palette. This Dual-Demi System is designed to work in 
synergy with the Beth Minardi Signature Method to make obtaining gorgeous, 
multidimensional color easier than ever.  
the dual-demi system is formulated to:
•  Deposit color without lift and without ammonia
•  Make hair feel better—including improved manageability, silkiness  
 and smoothness*
•  Leave hair in better condition—even on damaged, color-treated or   
 bleached hair*
•  Moisturize and soften hair*
 *vs. untreated damaged hair before color service.

Demi-Permanent Crème Color (no lift. Deposit only.) 
Beth Minardi’s demi-permanent crème color includes color-matched shades in  
an alkaline pH to deliver superior, ammonia-free gray coverage. Featuring our 
signature Nutrient Replacement Complex, this expert formulated demi-permanent 
haircolor delivers the color and nutrients that are critical for optimal results AND 
optimal wearability following the color service. 
Featuring:
• 22 intermixable, high-performance shades leave hair in optimum condition, 

including improved manageability, silkiness and smoothness (even on damaged, 
color-treated, bleached hair*)

• Perfect gray coverage without lift
• Enhances natural or existing color, creates dimensional lowlights and tones  

on prelightened hair with alkaline pH formulation
• Formulated with a luxurious combination of oxidative and direct dyes for the 

most brilliant color results

Demi-Permanent liqUiD Color (no lift. Deposit only) 
Beth Minardi’s demi-permanent liquid color features color-matched shades with 
an acidic pH to restore hair's natural pH following alkaline services, seal the cuticle, 
and produce semi-translucent, glossy, high-prestige color. Featuring our signature 
Nutrient Replacement Complex, these expert formulated demi-permanent shades 
deliver the color and nutrients that are critical for optimal results AND optimal 
wearability following the color service. 
Featuring:
• 22 intermixable, gorgeous, high-shine shades
• Flawless and effective gray blending with high-shine results
• Increase shine more than 2x* vs. untreated hair
• Acid-balanced formula improves hair condition, managability, silkiness  
 and smoothness (even on damaged, color-treated, bleached hair*)
• Use to refresh faded hair lengths, glaze and tone highlights
• Optimal viscosity to prevent dripping on clients
 *vs. untreated damaged hair before color service.

beth minarDi SiGnatUre DeveloPerS 
Beth Minardi Signature developers are available in: 
• 5 (1.5%) Volume: Specifically created for use with Beth Minardi Signature  
 Demi-Permanent Creme or Liquid shades.
• 20 (6%) Volume: Specifically created for use with Permanent Creme shades.  
 Preferred developer for gray coverage.
• 40 (12%) Volume: Specially created for use with Permanent Creme shades when  
 additional lift is desired. 
Each feature an exclusive additive that is designed to regulate and stabilize  
the consistency of the mixed haircolor formula. Our viscosity regulating additive 
ensures Beth Minardi Signature haircolor retains optimal efficacy when color 
and developer is mixed in equal proportions for either bottle or bowl and brush 
application.

The System
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Shades that make Sense 
Better than the color you born with! Beth Minardi Signature offers over 70 superior, shiny shades, ranging from 
ultra-natural to fashion forward. 

Beth believes a shade that sits on a shelf minimizes profit, so the palette has been carefully designed to feature 
the universally popular shades vital to your salon’s color success—the very shades Beth constantly reaches for 
most in her own salon. 

Synergized System of Color and Care
Beth Minardi Signature and Minardi Luxury Color Care form the industry’s first truly complete color system.  
Minardi Luxury Color Care pampers color-treated hair with the same Calibrated Nutrition System—our Nutrient 
Replacement Complex—found in Beth Minardi Signature shades.

Because various types of haircolor affect hair differently, Beth Minardi Signature shades’ are calibrated with the 
precise nutrition needed to keep hair in optimal condition. Minardi Luxury Color Care uses the same Calibrated 
Nutrition System to allow you to customize your home regimen to meet your client’s specific color needs.

As a salon professional, you know the process your color clients require to achieve their desired result. Protect 
your beautiful work and your clients' investment by prescribing the only color care system designed to work 
individually with your color: Minardi Luxury Color Care. 

nutrient replacement Complex 
All Beth Minardi Signature shades include our exclusive Nutrient Replacement Complex.

1. Phyto-Collagen 
Phyto-collagen is a botanical protein that supports the hair. It works together with Ceramide 2 to give hair its 
structure, elasticity and appearance. Chemical and environmental stress cause the protein structure in the hair 
to deteriorate.  Ultra nourishing Phyto-collagens restore hair’s natural strength and increase its elasticity by 
reinforcing damaged areas of the protein structure and restoring hair’s natural moisture balance.

2. Ceramide 2 
Ceramide 2 is a bio-identical lipid that replaces lipids that are depleted due to environmental and chemical 
stress.  It has a natural affinity for the hair surface, bonding to it to reduce and repair lifted cuticle structures. 
Ceramide 2 restores hair’s ability to bind water, smoothing the cuticle and improving hair's texture, shine and 
touch.

Calibrated nutrition System 
Like Minardi Luxury Color Care, Beth Minardi Signature shades feature the Calibrated Nutrition System, an industry 
breakthrough designed to optimize the performance of each specific haircolor category (permanent, alkaline 
crème demi and acid-balanced liquid demi). This unique system addresses the displacement of water, lipids and 
proteins that occur during all color services, restoring exactly what is lost during each type of color service. 
Different haircolor formulations affect the hair to different degrees based on the amount of alkalizing agents used. 
Most haircolor lines have one standard conditioning complex that works across all of their color categories, often 
resulting in too much or too little conditioning during the coloring process. Commonly, over-softening occurs 
when using some demi-permanent colors, while dehydrating or dry, dull results occur when using some permanent 
color formulations. With Beth Minardi Signature, the Calibrated Nutrition System gives hair exactly what it needs. 
The end result is shiny, healthy hair that holds onto color longer.

Beth Minardi Signature recognizes that conditioning agents must be calibrated to replace the exact level of water, 
protein and lipids displaced during the color service. This allows the hair to be restored to its original (or better) 
condition, while creating the optimal environment for the haircolor formula to lift and/or deposit to its highest 
capacity. The end result? Dynamic, predictable, long-lasting color and healthy, responsive hair that retains color 
and body.

bi-Functional Fragrance technology
Beth Minardi Signature haircolor features our exclusive Bi-Functional Fragrance Technology. This lab-proven 
technology is designed to be uniquely bi-functional, serving as both a fragrance and an odor-eliminating  
active. This technology allows our signature haircolor to eliminate odors during the coloring service (previously  
perceived as harsh) but also enhance client comfort with a soft, clean character that supports a positive, 
therapeutic message.

Profitable Palette & Synergized System

over 70   
SUPerior ShaDeS.
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Permanent Crème Demi-Permanent 
Crème

Demi-Permanent  
liqUiD

iCe

3iCe:  Medium Steel Brown - Frozen
4iCe:  Light Steel Brown - Starry Night 
5iCe:  Lightest Steel Brown - Blue Moon
7iCe:  Medium Icy Blonde - Deep Freeze
9iCe:  Very Light Icy Blonde - Sub-Zero
12iCe: Palest Light Icy Blonde - Ice Age

3iCe:  Medium icy Brown - 
           Dark Shadows*
6iCe:  Deep Silver Gray Blonde - 
           Arctic Eclipse
7iCe:  Medium Icy Blonde - Sterling
8iCe:  Light Icy Blonde - 
           Sapphire Ice

5iCe:   Lightest Steel Brown -  
           Granite
7iCe:   Medium Icy Blonde -  
           Slate
10iCe: Lightest Icy Blonde -  
           Hi-Ho Silver

balanCeD 
broWn/
blonDe

4bb:  Light Balanced Brown - Oak
5bb:  Lightest Balanced Brown - 
         True Brunette
6bb:  Deep Balanced Blonde -  
          Beechwood
8bb:  Light Balanced Blonde - Brûlée
10bb: Lightest Balanced Blonde - 
          Laguna Beach
12bb: Palest Balanced Beige Blonde - 
          Antarctica*

3bb: Medium Balanced brown - 
          Dark Chocolate* 
6bb: Deep Balanced Blonde - 
          Bark
8bb: Light Balanced Blonde - 
          Bamboo
10bb: Lightest Balanced Blonde - 
          Eggshell*

 4bb:  Light Balanced Brown - 
          Cocoa Fondue
6nb:  Deep Neutral Blonde - Suede
   6b:  Deep Balanced Blonde - Bambi
7nb:  Medium Neutral Balanced  
          Blonde - Praline
8bb:   Light Balanced Blonde - Parchment*
9nb:  Light Balanced Brown - 
          Almond Parfait
10bb: Lightest Beige Blonde - In the Buff

GolD

5nGC: Lightest Natural Golden Copper               
            Brown - Irish Setter
6G:       Deep Golden Blonde - Golden Sable
7nGC: Medium Natural Golden Copper               
             Blonde - Golden Russet
8G:       Light Golden Blonde -  Apple Cider
8bG:    Light Balanced Blonde Gold - 
            Creme Soda
9bG:    Very Light Balanced Blonde Gold - 
            Chardonnay
10GG:  Lightest Double Golden Blonde - 
            Goldilock
11Go:  Very Pale Golden Orange Blonde - 
            Creamsicle

4bG:    Light Balanced Golden       
            Brown - Earth
5Gb:    Lightest Golden Balanced         
            Brown - Sepia
6bG:    Deep Blonde Gold - 
            Cinnamon Toast
6Gbb:  Deep Golden Balanced 
            Blonde - Maple
9bG:    Very Light Blonde Gold - 
            Cornsilk

7bG:   Medium Balanced Blonde Gold -  
           Sunflower
8WG: Light Warm Gold Blonde - 
           Sea Shell
8Gn:  Light Golden Neutral Blonde - 
           Ginger Ale
10G:   Lightest Golden Blonde - 
           Buttercream

CoPPer

4bC:     Light Balanced Copper Brown - 
             Nutmeg
4CC:     Light Copper Copper Brown -  
             Indian Sunset
6CCr:  Deep Intense Copper Red Blonde - 
             I’m on Fire
6nCb:  Deep Neutral Copper Balanced 
             Blonde - Fawn
7Cor:  Medium Copper Orange Blonde - 
             Orange Poppy

4bC:     Light Balanced Brown         
            Copper - Spice
5Cb:     Lightest Copper Balanced
             Brown - Rum Raisin
7nCG:  Medium Neutral Copper  
             Golden Blonde -  
             Peach Bellini

4bC:  Light Balanced Brown Copper - 
          Burnished Ginger
5CG:  Lightest Copper Gold Brown -  
          Cognac
6CG: Deep Copper Golden Blonde - 
          Mango
8C:    Light Copper Blonde - 
          Tangerine Dream
10C:   Lightest Copper Blonde - 
          Peach Chiffon

oranGe
7oG:    Medium Orange Gold Blonde -  
             Valencia*

9Go:   Very Light Golden Orange 
            Blonde - Orange Juice*
orange:  Pure Orange Tone -     
                Dynamite*

reD

3r:      True Deep Red - Electric Cherry
4r:      True Red - Heat
5bro: Lightest Brown Red Orange -  
           Whiskey*
6rC:   Deep Red Copper Blonde - 
           Red Carpet Red
8rG:  Light Red Golden Blonde -  
          Autumn Harvest

3br:   Medium Balanced Brown 
           Red - Balsamic
6br:   Deep Blonde Red - 
           Cherry Mocha
8rC:   Light Red Copper Blonde - 
           Pacific Sunset

4rr:   True Balanced Red -  
           Raspberry Crush
6rCC: Intense Deep Red Copper  
           Blonde - Light My Fire

Clear  See Thru Invisible

The Palette Shade Profiles PerMaNeNT CrÈMe Color

The coolest blue to gray shades with no background. These shades are not  
designed to be used alone for gray coverage.

 

3iCe 
Shade name: Frozen
Shade Description: Medium Steel Brown
ideal For: Levels 1-3
background: None
beth Says: Creates coolest, deepest brunette. Use when the coolest, deepest brown is desired without any warmth 
and without transforming hair to black. Not intended for higher percentage of gray unless a very cool (drab) result  
is desired.

 

4iCe 
Shade name: Starry Night
Shade Description: Light Steel Brown
ideal For: Levels 1-3
background: None
beth Says: Fabulous for softly lightening very dark brunette hair. Lifts and deposits without exposing unwanted warm 
tones. Not intended for gray coverage unless a very cool (drab) result is desired. For balanced gray coverage, mix with 
a brunette BB shade.

 

5iCe 
Shade name: Blue Moon
Shade Description: Lightest Steel Brown
ideal For: Levels 1-3
beth Says: Creates a rich, extremely cool brunette tone and provides sheer, predictable lift when applied to very 
dark brunette hair without creating warmth. Not intended for gray coverage unless a very cool (drab) result is desired.

 

7iCe
Shade name: Deep Freeze
Shade Descriptor: Medium Icy Blonde
ideal For: Levels 2-5  
background: None
beth Says: Perfect for obtaining lightest balanced brown results when applied to brown hair. Cancels unwanted 
orange as it lifts. Not intended for use on previously bleached or porous hair. 

 

9iCe
Shade name: Sub-Zero
Shade Descriptor: Very Light Icy Blonde
ideal For: Levels 5-7
background: None  
beth Says: Wonderful cool to natural lift with zero warmth. Cancels unwanted orange as it lifts.  Not intended for 
use on previously bleached or porous hair, or gray coverage.

 

12iCe 
Shade name: Ice Age
Shade Descriptor: Palest Light Icy Blonde   
ideal For: Level 5 and lighter
background: None
beth Says: Beautiful, coolest blonde obtainable in one process. Effectively controls unwanted warmth while  
lifting to blonde. Not intended for use on previously bleached or highly porous hair.

IC
E

*Shade launching in May 2014.
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Balanced browns and balanced blondes with a brown to tan background  
that offer 100% balanced gray coverage.

 

4bb
Shade name: Oak
Shade Description: Light Balanced Brown
ideal For: Levels 1-5
background: Brown
beth Says: Confidently and effectively lightens dark brown hair as it covers gray. Great for creating slight depth and 
balance when mixed with red and copper shades. Can be used alone or mixed with an ICE shade for lift and gray 
coverage without warmth.

 

5bb
Shade name: True Brunette
Shade Descriptor: Lightest Balanced Brown
ideal For: Levels 1-5
background: Brown
beth Says: This shade delivers precise and complete gray coverage. Perfect for lightening and balancing natural dark 
brown hair. Also ideal as a mixer with red and copper shades to soften intense results. 

 

6bb
Shade name: Beechwood  
Shade Descriptor: Deep Balanced Blonde
ideal For: Levels 3-7
background: Deep Tan
beth Says: Perfect for enhancing brunettes. Wonderful for intermixing with any red or copper shade to soften vibran-
cy or for mixing with other shades to create balanced gray coverage.

 

8bb
Shade name: Brûlée 
Shade Descriptor: Light Balanced Blonde 
ideal For: Levels 4-8
background: Tan
beth Says: Creamy, natural-looking blonde results with great gray coverage. Use to brighten lightest brown or natural 
blonde hair. Wonderful as a mixer or used alone.

 

10bb
Shade name: Laguna Beach
Shade Descriptor: Lightest Balanced Blonde
ideal For: Levels 6 or lighter
background: Tan
beth Says: Ideal for creating balanced blonde tones and effectively covering gray. Creates rich blonde tones when 
applied to natural hair. 

12bb
Shade name: Antarctica 
Shade Descriptor: Palest Balanced Beige Blonde
ideal For: Levels 5-10
background: Tan
beth Says: One of the high lift blonde shades you will reach for over and over again. Provides maximum lift in a 
single process when mixed with 40 volume developer and processed for one hour at room temperature. Deposits 
creamy beige blonde tone and neutralizes unwanted yellow tone in lighter blonde hair.

A range of golden shades, from vibrant golds with no background to soft  
balanced golds with brown to tan backgrounds. 

 

5nGC
Shade name: Irish Setter 

Shade Description: Lightest Natural Golden Copper Brown

ideal For: Levels 2-7
background: Brown

beth Says: Creates a rich, oaky, auburn tone in various ranges of brunette. Covers gray hair to a delicious, warm, 
natural red.

 

6G
Shade name: Golden Sable
Shade Descriptor: Deep Golden Blonde
ideal For: Level 3-6
background: None
beth Says: Provides light, golden, deep tan coverage on up to 100% gray hair. Lightens deep brown shades to a gold-
infused “brownette” level.

 

7nGC
Shade name: Golden Russet
Shade Descriptor: Medium Natural Golden Copper Blonde 
ideal For: Levels 4-8
background: Tan

beth Says: Creates natural looking, red-blonde on lighter levels of brunette and is the perfect solution for creating 
red color on high percentages of gray hair. Ideal for use when transforming deep ash blonde to soft red. 

 

8G
Shade name: Apple Cider
Shade Descriptor: Light Golden Blonde
ideal For: Level 5-8
background: None
beth Says: Great as a mixer with BB or other warm shades. When used alone, infuses rich, honey-gold into lighter, 
natural levels and gray hair. Provides 100% gray coverage.

Shade Profiles PerMaNeNT CrÈMe Color
BA
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8bG
Shade name: Creme Soda
Shade Descriptor: Light Balanced Blonde Gold
ideal For: Level 5 or lighter
background: Tan
beth Says: Creates soft golden lift and deposit. Great mixer with BB shades or with red shades level 6 and lighter. 
Excellent gray coverage when used alone or when mixed with BB shades or red shades for use on hair levels  
6 and lighter.

9bG
Shade name: Chardonnay  
Shade Descriptor: Very Light Balanced Blonde Gold
ideal For: Level 5 or lighter
background: Tan

beth Says: Ideal for soft coverage of gray and for creating a champagne blonde. Also great to balance and  
naturalize lighter red shades.

 

10GG
Shade name: Goldilocks  
Shade Descriptor: Lightest Double Golden Blonde
ideal For: Level 4 or lighter
background: None

beth Says: Creates rich, sunny golden blonde results when applied to hair levels 6 and lighter. Creates a strong, 
golden auburn when applied to hair levels 4 and 5. Effective gray blending. Not recommended for complete gray 
coverage.

 

11Go
Shade name: Creamsicle
Shade Descriptor: Very Pale Golden Orange Blonde
ideal For: Level 3 or lighter
background: None

beth Says: A reflective, warmest blonde. Provides superior gray blending, even at the lightest level. When applied to 
hair level 5 and lighter, results in true strawberry tones; creates dramatic red when used on natural level 3 hair. Great 
as a mixer to create sheer palest golden orange, sunlit tones.

Sumptuous copper shades ranging from intense reds with no background to neutral 
copper blondes and browns.

 

4bC 
Shade name: Nutmeg

Shade Description: Light Balanced Copper Brown
ideal For: Levels 1-5
background: Brown
beth Says: Maintains rich, dramatic copper tones that are never “too red." Creates vibrant yet very natural looking 
results on any brunette – even those with significant percentages of gray. Perfect for highlighting brunettes whose 
hair has become too ashy.

 

Shade Profiles PerMaNeNT CrÈMe Color

4CC
Shade name: Indian Sunset  

Shade Description: Light Copper Copper Brown 

ideal For: Levels 1-5
background: None

beth Says: Ideal for the client desiring very visible, rich copper. Not intended for gray coverage unless a highly theat-
rical or a very bright, coppery result is desired. Contains no background (brown) pigment.
 

6CCr
Shade name: I’m on Fire
Shade Description: Deep Intense Copper Red Blonde
ideal For: Levels 2-7
background: None

beth Says: Infuses vibrant copper red tones for a vivid fashion red. Not intended for gray coverage unless a highly 
theatrical or a very bright, coppery result is desired. Contains no background (brown or tan) pigment

 

6nCb
Shade name: Fawn
Shade Descriptor: Deep Neutral Copper Balanced Blonde
ideal for: Levels 4-7
background: Tan

beth Says: Perfect when a hint of copper is desired. Also ideal for softening any red shade and covering gray  
on natural hair.

 

7Cor
Shade name: Orange Poppy
Shade Descriptor: Medium Copper Orange Blonde
ideal For: Levels 3-7
background: None

beth Says: True sunshine in a tube. A brilliant fiery medium blonde.  Perfect for creating a strong copper tone when 
applied to hair levels 3-6. Can be mixed with BBs or Gold shades to create soft, more natural looking results. Contains 
no background (tan) pigment. 

7oG
Shade name: Valencia

Shade Description: Medium Orange Gold Blonde

ideal For: Levels 3-8
background: None

beth Says: Brightest warm red color for the client desiring brilliant, show-stopping, warmest red tone.  
Use alone or intermixed with other red shades to create customized red formulas. Not recommended for use  
on gray hair unless an EXTREMELY bright result is desired.

C
O

PP
ER
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A range of dynamic reds from electric to burnished. Most of our red shades  
have no background. 

 

3r 
Shade name: Electric Cherry

Shade Description: True Deep Red 

ideal For: Levels 2-7
background: None 

beth Says: This is a TRUE, DEEP RED shade when applied to natural levels 4-7. Enhances red tone when applied to 
deeper levels. It is rich, vibrant and lustrous on natural hair color and doesn’t create unwanted pink tones.  
Contains no background (brown) pigment.

 

4r 
Shade name: Heat

Shade Description: True Red

ideal For: Levels 1-5
background: None

beth Says: Yields a most vibrant red result when applied on natural brunettes or deeper blondes. Ideal for the client 
who feels her hair is never red enough. Contains no background (brown) pigment.

 

5bro
Shade name: Whiskey

Shade Description: Lightest Brown Red Orange

ideal For: Levels 3-7
background: Brown
beth Says: A true brunette shade with rich auburn undertone and wonderful gray coverage. Can be used to cover 
very high percentages of gray hair.  Wonderful when mixed with any red shade or with BB or BG shades to provide 
rich cognac tone.

 

6rC
Shade name: Red Carpet Red

Shade Description: Deep Red Copper Blonde

ideal For: Levels 3-7
background: None
beth Says: Ideal for brunette clients who desire a vibrant red result with maximum brilliance. Not intended  
for gray coverage unless a highly theatrical or a very bright, coppery result is desired. Contains no background  
(brown or tan) pigment.

 

8rG
Shade name: Autumn Harvest

Shade Descriptor: Light Red Golden Blonde

ideal For: Levels 4-8

background: None

beth Says: Creates a fabulous fashion tone when applied to pigmented hair. Delivers complete yet extremely vibrant 
gray coverage.  Rich, burnished russet results when used on darker levels. Great as a mixer with other red or golden 
shades for softer, sun-kissed red. 

RE
D

Shade Profiles PerMaNeNT CrÈMe Color

The coolest blue to gray shades with no background. These shades are not  
designed to be used alone for gray coverage.

 

3iCe 
Shade name: Dark Shadows
Shade Description: Medium Icy Brown
ideal For: Levels 1-4
background: None
beth Says: The ultimate brunette drabber! Covers gray 100%, to a brown-black, ultra-cool level. In creative situations, 
use to infuse the deepest of deep lowlights to create interest in deep red or lighter brunette bases.

 

6iCe 
Shade name: Arctic Eclipse
Shade Description: Deep Silver Gray Blonde
ideal For: Levels 1-6
background: None
beth Says: The coolest of all blonde demi-permanent shades.  Keeps deep brown or black hair cool and smoky 
without creating a “black” result. The perfect “drabber” for deeper brown hair which has developed unwanted red 
or brassy tones. Not to be used on high percentage of gray unless an ice cold coverage or very drab result is desired. 
Ideal for adding cooler tone to BB shades.

 

7iCe 
Shade name: Sterling
Shade Descriptor: Medium Icy Blonde
ideal For: Level 1-5
background: None
beth Says: When used to lowlight white hair, creates beautiful silver strands. Also transforms graying hair to a deep 
silver. Perfect drabber when applied to hair that has become too orange or brassy. Ideal for adding cooler tone to BB 
shades.

 

8iCe
Shade name: Sapphire Ice  
Shade Descriptor: Light Icy Blonde
ideal For: Levels 5-7
background: None
beth Says: Coolest light blonde, perfect for eliminating unwanted brassy tones in deeper hair. Creates a perfect low-
light when intermixed with See Thru. A favorite shade for adding silver tone to gray hair. Mix with blonde BB shades 
to naturalize cool tone.

 DeMI-PerMaNeNT CrÈMe Color

IC
E
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Balanced browns and balanced blondes with a brown to tan background  
that offer 100% balanced gray coverage.

 

3bb
Shade name: Dark Chocolate
Shade Descriptor: Medium Balanced Brown
ideal For: Levels 1-5
background: Brown
beth Says: True deep, dramatic brown tone, perfect for gray coverage when a deepest brown result and complete 
coverage is desired. The "go to" lowlighting formula when rich "chocolate ribbons" of deepest brown are desired in 
brown or red hair. Great for gray coverage on very high levels of white.

 

6bb
Shade name: Bark  
Shade Descriptor: Deep Balanced Blonde
ideal For: Levels 1-8
background: Deep Tan
beth Says: Perfect for restoring faded brunette hair lengths. Deposits neutral or deepest blonde tone as it  
effectively blends away even high percentages or unwanted gray. Perfect enhancement to deep blonde hair. 

 

8bb
Shade name: Bamboo
Shade Descriptor: Light Balanced Blonde
ideal For: Levels 3-10
background: Tan
beth Says: Rich neutral blonde with gray blending capability. Perfect for use on lightest brown and dark blonde hair 
when very thorough gray blending without lift is desired. Fabulous for lowlighting blonde shades. Great as a mixer to 
naturalize other blonde shades.

 

10bb
Shade name: Eggshell
Shade Descriptor: Lightest Balanced Blonde
ideal For: Levels 5 and lighter
background: Tan
beth Says: Provides suggestion of soft beige blonde when use alone or when intermixed with other demi-permanent 
shades, levels 5 and lighter. Spectacular lowlighting shade adds very light, soft, creamy dimension to various shades 
of blonde, level 6 and lighter. PERFECT for toning pre-lightened hair to a soft champagne blonde and eliminates un-
wanted yellow tones at lighter levels. Not intended for gray coverage.  
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Shade Profiles DeMI-PerMaNeNT CrÈMe Color

A range of golden shades, from vibrant golds with no background to soft  
balanced golds with brown to tan backgrounds. 

 

4bG 
Shade name: Earth
Shade Description: Lightest Balanced Golden Brown
ideal For:  Levels 2-7
background: Brown
beth Says: Perfect for complete coverage of gray hair. Creates balanced brown results on white hair. Great for pro-
ducing natural-looking, balanced lowlights on faded brunette hair. 

 

5Gb 
Shade name:  Sepia
Shade Description: Lightest Golden Balanced Brown
ideal For:  Levels 1-7
background: Brown
beth Says: Use on brunette hair to make those first grays look like deep caramel highlights. Mix with red shades to 
boost balanced, believable golden background and to “naturalize” other deeper brunette shades. 

 

6bG
Shade name: Cinnamon Toast
Shade Descriptor: Deep Golden Balanced Blonde
ideal For: Level 7 or darker
background: Tan
beth Says: Perfect for depositing warm, balanced golden tones into faded brunette or red-brown hair. Covers gray 
effectively. Adds rich, sun-kissed dimension when used as a lowlight on faded hair lengths. 

 

6Gbb
Shade name: Maple
Shade Descriptor: Deep Blonde Gold
ideal For: Levels 3-8
background: Tan
beth Says: Beautiful gray coverage for brunettes who desire neutral golden gray coverage with no lift. Grays will be 
transformed into a deep golden blonde highlight. A wonderful lowlighting shade when applied to light to medium 
blonde shades.

 

9bG
Shade name: Cornsilk
Shade Descriptor: Very Light Blonde Gold
ideal For: Level 5 or lighter
background: None
beth Says: Deposits balanced, neutral-golden results. Ideal for refreshing virtually all blonde levels when the softest 
deposit of balanced warmth is desired.  Perfect for lowlighting too drab or too white-blonde hair. 

 

9Go 
Shade name: Orange Juice
Shade Description: Very Light Golden Orange Blonde
ideal For: Level 4 and lighter
background: None
beth Says: Infuses balanced, warmest golden orange tones into lighter natural levels. Wonderful as a lowlight when 
placed into lightest brown or deep blonde “ashy” hair. Great as a mixer with other warm red or golden shades. 
Effectively blends gray hair to a soft warm blonde tone.    
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Sumptuous copper shades ranging from intense reds with no background  
to neutral copper blondes and browns.

 

4bC 
Shade name: Spice
Shade Description: Light Balanced Copper Brown
ideal For: Levels 2-6
background: Brown
beth Says: Creates a soft yet sophisticated copper brown tone that is never too bright. Perfect for refreshing faded 
ends when balanced copper is desired. Covers gray to brown copper highlight deposit. 

 

5Cb 
Shade name: Rum Raisin
Shade Description: Lightest Copper Balanced Brown
ideal For: Levels 2-7
background: Brown
beth Says: The best solution for lowlighting and refreshing warm brown or red colors which have faded to a “too 
bright or “too orange” tone. Perfect for effectively covering gray hair to a natural-looking auburn. Never pink  
or violet, but a rich copper, sun-bronzed deposit.    

 

7nCG
Shade name: Peach Bellini
Shade Description: Medium Neutral Copper Golden Blonde
ideal For: Levels 3-7
background: Tan
beth Says: Ideal for dull brunettes who want to add sunlit effects. Blends those grays to a beautiful amber-like tone. 

Use to lowlight when creating dramatic tone-on-tone brunettes.  
 

Designed to maximize warmth when used alone or when mixed into other  
warm shades. Most visible at final levels 4-8. Neutralizes unwanted ashy tones.  
Not intended for use on gray hair.  

 

orange
Shade name: Dynamite 
Shade Description: Pure Orange Tone
ideal For: Extreme warming capacity
background: None
beth Says: Designed to maximize warmth when used alone or when mixed into other warm shades. Most visible at 
final levels 4-10. Neutralizes unwanted ashy tones. Not intended for use on gray hair.  
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A range of dynamic reds from electric to burnished. Most of our red shades  
have no background.

 

3br
Shade name: Balsamic
Shade Description: Medium Balanced Brown Red
ideal For: Levels 1-5
background: Brown
beth Says: Dramatic, luxurious, deepest chocolate cherry color. Transforms salt and pepper or flat dull shades to a 
rich brown with vibrant red undertones. Ideal for brunettes, or to eliminate unwanted pink tones on faded deep reds. 
Not to be used on high percentage of gray unless a very strong ruby red result desired. Do not use on blonde hair.

 

6br
Shade name: Cherry Mocha
Shade Descriptor: Deep Blonde Red
ideal For: Levels 1-7
background: Deep Tan
beth Says: Provides rich brown-red tone that covers gray beautifully. Enhances deepest blonde and adds a 
sophisticated, believable, red tone to faded brunette hair. Delivers soft red tone into a primarily brown deposit.  

 

8rC
Shade name: Pacific Sunset 
Shade Descriptor: Light Red Copper Blonde
ideal For: Levels 3-8
background: None
beth Says: Infuses light warm red copper tones into dull, drab hair. Ideal for perfectly refreshing a faded redhead’s 
hair lengths. Not intended for gray coverage unless a highly theatrical result is desired.

 

See thrU
Shade name: See Thru
Shade Descriptor: Clear
background: None
beth Says: The ultimate dilutor that softens, lightens and reduces intensity of all other crème demi shades.  
To prevent haircolor from grabbing too dark or too intense, mix 1 ½ oz of target shade with 1 oz of See Thru.

Shade Profiles DeMI-PerMaNeNT CrÈMe Color
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The coolest blue to gray shades with no background. These shades are not  
designed to be used alone for gray coverage.

 

5iCe 
Shade name: Granite
Shade Description: Lightest Steel Brown
ideal For: Levels 1-5
background: None
beth Says: A true gray-based shade. The superior drabber for darker brunette hair lengths which have faded  
too red or orange. Not to be used on high percentage of gray unless an extremely cool, steely silver result is desired. 
Not recommended for use when toning yellow hair.

 

7iCe 
Shade name: Slate
Shade Description: Medium Icy Blonde
ideal For: Levels 4-6
background: None
beth Says: A wonderful glaze for use on salt-and-pepper hair in need of “silverizing”. This shade does NOT cover gray, 
but rather deposits light silver gray tone for a very striking effect. Also perfect for cooling unwanted brassy tones on 
a hair shaft natural levels 4 through 6 without darkening the hair.

 

10iCe 
Shade name: Hi-Ho Silver
Shade Description: Lightest Icy Blonde
ideal For: Levels 7 -10; Prelightened hair
background: None
beth Says: Provides effective "silverizing" when applied to gray hair. Ideal for creating a “silver fox” look for men.  
Intermix with INVISIBLE to create the palest platinum toner or to neutralize yellow tone on very light blonde hair.  
Behaves like a "silver rinse" when applied to damp, shampooed blonde hair, and processed for five minutes at the sink.

 

Balanced browns and balanced blondes with a brown to tan background  
that offer 100% balanced gray blending.

 

4bb 
Shade name: Cocoa Fondue
Shade Description: Light Balanced Brown
ideal For: Levels 1-5
background: Brown
beth Says: Perfect for imparting rich chocolate tone into brunette and lightest brown hair. A great refresher  
on any deep brown hair or a faded shaft that r quires neutral enrichment. Also wonderful as a mixer with red shades.  

 

6nb
Shade name: Suede
Shade Descriptor: Deep Neutral Blonde
ideal For: Levels 1-7
background: Deep Tan
beth Says: Perfect toning for brunette clients who fear brassiness or “too dark” hair. Adds superior shine and  
effective neutral drabbing to brunette hair which has faded to an unwanted orange tone. Perfect for blending first  
gray hairs on brunette clients who wish to remain brunette.  
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6b
Shade name: Bambi
Shade Description: Deep Balanced Blonde
ideal For: Levels 2-6
background: Tan
beth Says: The “go-to” shade for almost any natural level when a neutral brown deposit is desired without lift.  
Effectively covers gray hair to a deepest blonde. Imparts believable, balanced tone that’s not too gold or too red. 

 

7nb 
Shade name: Praline
Shade Description: Medium Neutral Balanced Blonde
ideal For: Level 4-9
background: Tan
beth Says: Wonderful used as a mixer to balance and softly cool other shades, or intermixed as a toner for blonde 
hair. Gently eliminates unwanted brassy tone and blends gray to an extremely, soft neutral blonde. Beautiful when 
mixed with INVISIBLE or other lighter warm blonde shades to tone highlights or very fine blonde hair.

 

8bb
Shade name: Parchment
Shade Descriptor: Light Balanced Blonde
ideal For: Prelightened hair
background: Tan
beth Says: Ideal for toning prelightened hair or for the softest blending on gray hair. Use alone or intermix with other 
demi-permanet liquid shades level 6 and lighter to provide soft balance and creamy tone. 

 

9nb
Shade name: Almond Parfait
Shade Description: Very Light Neutral Balanced Blonde
ideal For: Levels 6-10
background: Tan
beth Says: A real "go to" shade when refreshing blonde hair lengths or when softly toning blonde highlights.  
Great when used alone, diluted with INVISIBLE, or with other light or very light blonde shades.

 

10bb
Shade name: In the Buff
Shade Description: Lightest Beige Blonde
ideal For: Levels 7-10; Prelightened hair
background: Tan
beth Says: Provides softest "beige blonde" tonal deposit. Fabulous as a sheer toner on almost any blonde level.   
Gently banishes unwanted "yellow" from the hair. Wonderful when used to refresh faded blonde hair lengths, or  
to tone blonde highlights or very fine blonde, prelightened hair. 

Shade Profiles DeMI-PerMaNeNT lIQUID Color
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balanced golds with brown to tan backgrounds. 
 

7bG
Shade name: Sunflower
Shade Descriptor: Medium Balanced Blonde Gold
ideal For: Levels 3-7
background: Tan
beth Says: Creates a deep blonde level with a neutral golden undertone. Effectively covers gray to a neutral 
gold-blonde.  

 

8WG  
Shade name: Sea Shell
Shade Descriptor: Light Warm Gold Blonde
ideal For: Level 4 or lighter
background: Tan
beth Says: Adds balanced, warm golden deposit to any faded hair lengths. Covers gray 
to a golden amber blonde. An excellent first step when transforming blonde to brown.  

 

8Gn
Shade name: Ginger Ale
Shade Descriptor: Light Golden Neutral Blonde
ideal For: Level 4-7
background: Cool Tan
beth Says: Excellent naturalizer. Enhances faded hair shafts.  Replaces missing tone without causing too drab  
or too brassy results. When used on gray, provides lovely gray blending which looks like a light neutral blonde  

highlight. 
 

10G
Shade name: Buttercream
Shade Descriptor: Lightest Golden Blonde
ideal For: Level 5 or lighter
background: None
beth Says: Great for toning pre-lightened highlights. Delivers sheer, true golden tone to any pre-lightened hair  
or on blonde hair which has gone too flat or drab. Wonderful as a mixer to brighten and warm red shades. 

Sumptuous copper shades ranging from intense reds with no background  
to neutral copper blondes and browns.

 

4bC 
Shade name: Burnished Ginger
Shade Description: Light Balanced Brown Copper 
ideal For: Levels 2-6
background: Brown
beth Says: Creates a brown tone with soft copper undertones and amazing shine. Covers gray effectively to a rich 
copper shade and refreshes faded red-browns when a soft auburn brown result is desired. 

 

5CG 
Shade name: Cognac
Shade Description: Lightest Copper Gold Brown 
ideal For: Levels 3-7
background: None
beth Says: A rich, spicy lightest brown with balanced orange undertone – imagine the color of warm autumn leaves 
in a bottle! Wonderful for effective gray blending and for adding lustrous warm tones to flat "ashy-looking" deep 
blonde or brunette hair. Infuses natural color with believable balanced warm tones.

 

6CG 
Shade name: Mango
Shade Description: Deep Copper Golden Blonde
ideal For: Levels 2-8
background: None
beth Says: Wonderful for refreshing warmer, brighter shades of red. Perfect for transforming a blonde to a vibrant yet 
believable redhead.  

 

8C
Shade name: Tangerine Dream
Shade Descriptor: Light Copper Blonde
ideal For: Level 3 and lighter
background: None
beth Says: Use this shade to replace missing warm tones on ANY faded redhead – it adds back a strong orange 
undertone which will support any level of red hair. On dark brunettes, creates superior shine and a blend of gray and 
soft apricot highlights.  

 

10C
Shade name: Peach Chiffon
Shade Descriptor: Lightest Copper Blonde
ideal For: Level 4-7
background: None
beth Says: Adds life and warmth to hair lightest brown through medium blonde without deepening. On lighter 
shades of blonde, creates soft peach tone. On very dark brown hair, this shade creates amazing shine and the softest 
warm highlight. Never pink.
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A range of dynamic reds from electric to burnished. Most of our red shades  
have no background. 

 

4rr 
Shade name: Raspberry Crush
Shade Description: True Balanced Red
ideal For: Levels 1-6
background: None
beth Says: Fabulous true red tone.  Great when applied to faded vibrant red hair shaft during retouch of a 
permanent red color formula. Wonderful for enhancing natural levels when TRUE red tone is desired. Use on  
gray hair for an extremely VIVID result.

 

6rCC
Shade name: Light My Fire
Shade Descriptor: Intense deep red copper blonde
ideal For: 4-7
background: None
beth Says: Strong fashion-forward red copper color for the client demanding a vibrant fashion red. This infuses the 
reddest of red tone when no "lift" is required.  The perfect color refresher for red hair that has faded away from the 
true brilliance desired.  This intense shade contains NO background color.

 

inviSible
Shade name: Invisible
Shade Descriptor: Clear
background: None
beth Says: The dedicated adjustor to lighten or to reduce tonal value of all liquid demi shades. Best used to dilute 
formulas of levels 6 and lighter.  
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Background Charts

Demi-Permanent liqUiD Color  
(No lIFT. DePoSIT oNlY.)

DEMI-PERMANENT liqUiD Color  
(No lIFT. DePoSIT oNlY.)

leVel ICe
BalaNCeD 
BrowN/ 
BloNDe

GolD CoPPer reD

3
MeDIUM
BrowN

4
lIGHT

BrowN

5
lIGHTeST
BrowN

6
DeeP

BloNDe

7
MeDIUM
BloNDe

8
lIGHT

BloNDe

9
VerY lIGHT

BloNDe

10
lIGHTeST
BloNDe

11
VerY Pale
BloNDe

12
PaleST

BloNDe

PERMANENT Crème Color  
(wITH lIFT aND DePoSIT)

ICe
BalaNCeD 
BrowN/ 
BloNDe

GolD CoPPer reD

DEMI-PERMANENT Crème Color  
(No lIFT. DePoSIT oNlY.)

ICe
BalaNCeD 
BrowN/ 
BloNDe

GolD CoPPer reD

4BB

CoCoa Fondue

7NB

praline

9NB

almond parFait

10BB

in the buFF

4BC

burnished GinGer

5CG

CoGnaC

4rr

raspberry Crush

6rCC

liGht my Fire

5ICe

Granite

INVISIBle

Clear

6B

bambi

6NB

suede

6CG

manGo

7ICe

slate

10ICe

hi-ho silver

7BG

sunFlower

8GN

GinGer ale

8BB*

parChment

10G

butterCream

10C

peaCh ChiFFon

8wG

sea shell

8C

tanGerine dream

6BG

3Br

balsamiC

4BG

earth

4BC

spiCe

5GB

sepia

5CB

rum raisin

9BG

 Cornsilk

9Go*

oranGe juiCe

DYNaMITe*

oranGe

See THrU

Clear

6BB

bark

3BB*

dark ChoColate

6ICe

arCtiC eClipse

3ICe*

dark shadows

Cinnamon toast

6GBB

maple

6Br

Cherry moCha

7ICe

sterlinG

7NCG

peaCh bellini

8ICe

sapphire iCe

8rC

paCiFiC sunset

8BB

bamboo

10BB*

eGGshell

3ICe

Frozen

3r

eleCtriC Cherry  

4r

heat

5Bro*

whiskey

6rC

red Carpet red

8rG

autumn harvest

4ICe

starry niGht

4BC

nutmeG

6NCB

Fawn

4CC

indian sunset

6CCr

i’m on Fire

4BB

oak

5ICe

blue moon

5BB

true brunette

6BB

beeChwood

8BB

brûlée

8BG

Creme soda

7NGC

Golden russet

6G

Golden sable

5NGC

irish setter

8G

apple Cider

9BG

Chardonnay

10GG

GoldiloCks

11Go

CreamsiCle

10BB

laGuna beaCh

12BB*

antarCtiCa

7ICe

deep Freeze

7Cor

oranGe poppy

7oG*

valenCia

9ICe

sub-zero

12ICe

iCe aGe

Swatch colors in this chart are to be used as representations only.  
Please refer to the Beth Minardi Signature Shade Selector for a more accurate guide. 
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baCKGroUnD iDentiFier

This chart provides an excellent tool to assist with your formulation choices. Background Color is the amount  
of the shade base that “anchors” the shade. It provides natural and multi-dimensional results.
• Beth Minardi Signature utilizes Brown to Tan background color in all BB, BC, NCB and BG shades. Perfect for gray 

coverage and when “better-than-natural” results are desired.
• Shades toward the center of the chart—any shade bearing the letter "B" on it—will create beautiful, “better- 

than- natural” results, with complete gray coverage.
• The shades farthest to the left (ICE) or right (Red/Copper) are NOT recommended for believable gray coverage 

unless intermixed with a background containing shade.

Permanent Crème Color ShaDeS 
 From DarKeSt to liGhteSt With 
reSPeCt to tonal DePoSit*

This chart illustrates the level and depth of each 
shade as the eye perceives it. Color is the reflection 
or absorption of light; therefore, it is possible for a 
cooler shade to appear darker than a warmer shade, 
even though the warmer may be a level deeper. 
Shades with cooler tonal values absorb the light; 
warmer tones reflect the light. Use the chart to 
guide your formulation choices.

*This chart is a tool to understand level and depth 
perception ONLY. Backgrounds of each shade are 
identified, but not solely for formulation purposes. 
Please see the Background Identifier charts for 
information regarding the background of each 
shade.

Permanent Crème Color

DarkeST

lIGHTeST

7iCe
none

9iCe
none

9bG
tan

10bb
tan

12iCe
none

3iCe
none

4iCe
none

5iCe
none

8bb
tan

8bG
tan

4bb
brown

5bb
brown

4bC
brown

4CC
none

4r
none

3r
none

5bro
brown

5nGC
tan

6G
none

6CCr
none

7Cor
none

7oG
none

6rC
none

8rG
none

7nGC
tan

8G
none

10GG
none

11Go
none

6nCb
tan

6bb
tan

12bb
tan
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baCKGroUnD iDentiFier

This chart provides an excellent tool to assist with your formulation choices. Background Color is the amount  
of the shade base that “anchors” the shade. It provides natural and multi-dimensional results.
• Beth Minardi Signature utilizes Brown to Tan background color in all BB, BC, NCB and BG shades. Perfect for gray 

coverage and when “better-than-natural” results are desired.
• Shades toward the center of the chart—any shade bearing the letter "B" on it—will create beautiful, “better- 

than- natural” results, with complete gray coverage.
• The shades farthest to the left (ICE) or right (Red/Copper) are NOT recommended for believable gray coverage 

unless intermixed with a background containing shade.

Demi-Permanent Crème Color ShaDeS 
 From DarKeSt to liGhteSt With reSPeCt 
to tonal DePoSit*

This chart illustrates the level and depth of each shade as the 
eye perceives it. Color is the reflection or absorption of light; 
therefore, it is possible for a cooler shade to appear darker 
than a warmer shade, even though the warmer may be a 
level lower. Shades with cooler tonal values absorb the light; 
warmer tones reflect the light. Use the chart to guide your 
formulation choices.

*This chart is a tool to understand level and depth perception 
ONLY. Backgrounds of each shade are identified, but not 
solely for formulation purposes. Please see the Background 
Identifier charts for information regarding the background of 
each shade.

Demi-Permanent Crème Color

DarkeST
designator name background

lIGHTeST

6Gbb
tan

6iCe
none

6bG
tan

7nCG
tan

7iCe
none

8rC
none

8bb
tan

8iCe
none

6br
tan

6bb
deep tan

3br
brown

3iCe
none

3bb
brown

4bG
brown

4bC
brown

5Gb
brown

5Cb
brown

9Go
none

Dynamite
none

9bG
tan

10bb
tan
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baCKGroUnD iDentiFier

This chart provides an excellent tool to assist with your formulation choices. Background Color is the amount  
of the shade base that “anchors” the shade. It provides natural and multi-dimensional results.
• Beth Minardi Signature utilizes Brown to Tan background color in all BB, BC, NCB and BG shades. Perfect for gray 

coverage and when “better-than-natural” results are desired.
• Shades toward the center of the chart—any shade bearing the letter "B" on it—will create beautiful, “better- 

than- natural” results, with complete gray coverage.
• The shades farthest to the left (ICE) or right (Red/Copper) are NOT recommended for believable gray coverage 

unless intermixed with a background containing shade.

Demi-Permanent liqUiD Color ShaDeS 
 From DarKeSt to liGhteSt With reSPeCt 
to tonal DePoSit*

This chart illustrates the level and depth of each shade as the 
eye perceives it. Color is the reflection or absorption of light; 
therefore, it is possible for a cooler shade to appear darker 
than a warmer shade, even though the warmer may be a 
level lower. Shades with cooler tonal values absorb the light; 
warmer tones reflect the light. Use the chart to guide your 
formulation choices.

*This chart is a tool to understand level and depth perception 
ONLY. Backgrounds of each shade are identified, but not 
solely for formulation purposes. Please see the Background 
Identifier charts for information regarding the background of 
each shade.

Demi-Permanent liquid Color

DarkeST
designator name background

lIGHTeST

7iCe
none

10iCe
none

10bb
tan

10G
none

10C
none

5iCe
none

5CG
none

8bb
tan

8WG
tan

8C
tan

8Gn
tan

9nb
none

4bb
brown

4bC
brown

4rr
none

6nb
tan

6b
tan

6CG
none

6rCC
none

7nb
tan

7bG
tan
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beth minarDi Permanent Crème Color USeS:
• To enhance, change or lighten naturally pigmented hair
• To create a permanent color change that's lighter than, darker than or matches natural hair color
• To provide 100% gray coverage

StranD teSt:
• To test on clients with virgin or previously colored hair: process at room temperature for 30 minutes.
• To test on clients with up to 100% gray: process at room temperature for 45 minutes.

mixinG inStrUCtionS:
• Beth Minardi Signature Permanent Crème (With Lift) shades (Levels 3-10) is mixed 1:1 (equal parts color and 20 Volume
 Beth Minardi Signature Developer).
• Beth Minardi Signature Permanent Crème (With Lift) shades (Levels 11-12) is mixed 1:1 (equal parts color and 40 Volume
 Beth Minardi Signature Developer).
• Pour developer in bottle or bowl and add color. Place finger over bottle cap and shake to mix thoroughly. If using a
 bowl, stir thoroughly with tint brush.

SUGGeSteD DeveloPer ChoiCe anD timinG For Permanent Crème:

PoSt-Color ServiCe:
• Rinse thoroughly. Apply the appropriate Minardi Luxury Color Care Wash to scalp and massage in a circular motion.
 Work through hair lengths. Rinse thoroughly. Squeeze out excess water.
• Apply the appropriate Minardi Luxury Color Care After Wash to hair lengths after squeezing out excess moisture.
 Massage throughout hair and leave in for 5 minutes. Rinse thoroughly.
• Towel-dry hair. Style as needed with preferred Minardi Luxury Color Care products.

PoSt-Color ServiCe:
• Rinse thoroughly. Apply the appropriate Minardi Luxury Color Care Wash to scalp and massage in a circular motion.
 Work through hair lengths. Rinse thoroughly. Squeeze out excess water.
• Apply the appropriate Minardi Luxury Color Care After Wash to hair lengths after squeezing out excess moisture. Massage
 throughout hair and leave in for 5 minutes. Rinse thoroughly.
• Towel-dry hair. Style as needed with preferred Minardi Luxury Color Care products.

DeveloPer ServiCe aPPliCation ProCeSSinG time ProCeSSinG 
temPeratUre

20 volume  
(6%) 

 

Single-Process Retouch 
(Lift & Deposit/ 

Non-Gray Coverage) 

Take fine, even 1/8-inch/0.3 cm 
sections. Apply at scalp through 

regrowth area. 
30 minutes

Room  
Temperature

Gray Coverage Retouch
Take fine, even 1/8-inch/0.3 cm 

sections. Apply at scalp through 
regrowth area.

45 minutes
Room  

Temperature

Single-Process 
Virgin Application

Use two formulas: one deeper/
cooler formula for the regrowth 

area and one lighter/warmer  
formula for the hair shaft. Apply 
first formula to the scalp area (up 
to 1 ½-inch/3.8 cm of hair shaft). 

Mix second formula and apply 
evenly to remaining hair lengths.

30 minutes for 
 color change

45 minutes for  
color change and 

gray coverage

Room  
Temperature

40 volume  
(12%)

Highest possible lift in 
a single process. For use 
with permanent color 

levels 11 and 12.

Take fine, even 1/8-inch/ 
0.3 cm sections. Apply at scalp 

through regrowth area.

Up to  
60 minutes

Room Temperature.  
Do not use heat unless 
hair is wrapped in foil 

and is not in direct  
contact with scalp.

Using Permanent Creme Using Demi-Permanent Creme

beth minarDi Demi-Permanent Crème Color USeS:
• When client requests enhancement of natural or current color without lift and with controlled tonal deposit
• To effectively blend and/or cover gray when no lift of the natural base is desired
• To enhance base color when desired results are the same level (or deeper) than current naturally pigmented hair
• To erase or blend unwanted highlights
• To create dimension by lowlighting deeper strands into faded hair lengths
• To tone prelightened hair

StranD teSt:
• To test on clients with virgin or previously colored hair: process at room temperature for 20 minutes.
• To test on clients with 25-60% gray: process for 20 minutes under heat, then room temperature for 20 minutes.

mixinG inStrUCtionS:
• Beth Minardi Signature Demi-Permanent Crème (No Lift) shades is mixed 1:1 (equal parts color and 5 Volume
 Beth Minardi Signature Developer).
• Pour developer in bottle or bowl and add color. Place finger over bottle cap and shake to mix thoroughly. If using a
 bowl, stir thoroughly with tint brush.

SUGGeSteD DeveloPer ChoiCe anD timinG For Demi-Permanent Crème:

DeveloPer ServiCe aPPliCation ProCeSSinG time ProCeSSinG
temPeratUre

5 volume  
(1.5%)

Color  
Enhancement  
Without Lift

Take thin, even 1/8-inch/0.3 cm 
sections. Apply to scalp area first, 
then work color through the hair 
lengths for the last 10-20 minutes.

Up to 30 minutes Room  
Temperature

Color  
Enhancement of 
Thick/Coarse/ 
Resistant Hair

Take thin, even 1/8-inch/0.3 cm  
sections. Apply to scalp area first, 

then work color through hair 
lengths for the last 12-25 minutes.

30-40 minutes

20 minutes with 
Heat Source

20 minutes at 
Room Temperature

Gray Coverage and 
Blending of Thick/

Coarse/ 
Resistant Hair

Retouch at scalp,  
taking thin, even 1/8-inch/0.3 cm 

sections.

Process with heat before working 
color into faded hair shaft.

Cover with plastic cap, and process 
the regrowth with heat for 30  

minutes. Remove plastic cap and 
bring color through the mid-lengths 

and ends of hair. Continue  
processing at room temperature  

for additional 20 minutes.

30 minutes  
with Heat Source

20 minutes at 
Room Temperature

Lowlights Colorist’s choice: Foil, hair painting, 
papier-mâché, etc.

After wrapping  
last foil, process for  

30 minutes.

Room  
Temperature

Toning  
Prelightened Hair  
at the Scalp Area

Apply at scalp area in thin,  
1/8-inch/0.3 cm sections (up to 

1-inch/2.5 cm of hair shaft).

Work formula through lengths  
of hair for 90 seconds  
(or up to 2 minutes).

Process 15 minutes, then strand test.

Most prelightened hair  
is effectively toned in  

15 minutes or less.

Room  
Temperature
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beth minarDi Demi-Permanent liqUiD Color USeS:
• To glaze or gloss natural or color-treated hair
• To refresh faded hair lengths.
• To effectively blend gray on fine hair when no lift of natural base is desired
• To tone highlights or fine prelightened hair

StranD teSt:
• To test on clients with virgin or previously colored hair: process at room temperature for 20 minutes.
• To test on clients with 25-60% gray: process for 20 minutes under heat, then cool for 20 minutes.

mixinG inStrUCtionS:
• Beth Minardi Signature Demi-Permanent Liquid (No Lift) shades is mixed 1:1 (equal parts color and 5 Volume
 Beth Minardi Signature Developer).
• Pour developer in bottle or bowl and add color. Place finger over bottle cap and shake to mix thoroughly.
• For detailed application instructions, refer to the Beth Minardi Signature Shades Technical Manual.

SUGGeSteD DeveloPer ChoiCe anD timinG For Permanent liqUiD:

PoSt-Color ServiCe:
• Rinse thoroughly. Apply the appropriate Minardi Luxury Color Care Wash to scalp and massage in a circular motion.
 Work through hair lengths. Rinse thoroughly. Squeeze out excess water.
• Apply the appropriate Minardi Luxury Color Care After Wash to hair lengths after squeezing out excess moisture. Massage
 throughout hair and leave in for 5 minutes. Rinse thoroughly.
• Towel-dry hair. Style as needed with preferred Minardi Luxury Color Care products.

Using Demi-Permanent liquid

DeveloPer ServiCe aPPliCation ProCeSSinG time ProCeSSinG 
temPeratUre

5 volume 
(1.5%)

Refreshing faded lengths 
during permanent color 
retouch application at  

scalp area.

Apply to hair lengths during the last 15 minutes 
of color retouch processing time.

15 minutes
Room  

Temperature

Refreshing VERY  
faded lengths 

After completion of color retouch processing 
time, shampoo, rinse and  
thoroughly towel-dry hair.

At shampoo bowl,  
apply Demi Liquid to the entire hair shaft  

(scalp through ends).

Cover with plastic cap  
and process with heat for  

15 minutes.
Heat Source

Glazing/Glossing

Following shampoo or color service, towel-dry 
hair and apply Demi Liquid to the  

entire hair shaft (scalp through mid-length).  
Or apply to hair lengths while permanent color 

is still in contact with the scalp (15 minutes). 

5-30 minutes  
(or until desired shade  

is achieved)

Room  
Temperature

Blending gray on fine hair 
when no lift of natural 

base is desired

Apply to virgin hair at scalp area first, then 
through mid-lengths.

Cover with plastic cap and 
process with heat for 10-20 

minutes. Remove plastic cap 
and bring color through the 

mid-lengths and ends of hair. 
Continue processing at room 
temperature for additional  

20 minutes.

10-20 minutes with 
Heat Source

20 minutes  
at Room  

Temperature
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Gray mastery – What would beth do?
Coloring nonpigmented (gray) hair is one of the MOST requested salon color services. 

Thanks to Beth Minardi Signature, today’s professional colorists have options 
to achieve the perfect result for each individual client. Beth believes in keeping 
it simple. First, she recommends consulting with each client to determine the 
desired result. With her method, the percentage of nonpigmented (gray) hair 
is NOT the only factor: a major consideration is if the client’s desired result 
requires lift and deposit, or merely deposit (or deepening) without lift. It is 
important to know the level and percentage of the "still" pigmented hair. 

Please use the chart below to determine which Beth Minardi Signature system will best help you achieve the result 
you and your client desire. 

FormUlation SCenarioS
Listed are examples of gray coverage scenarios you may encounter, and how you can successfully address each using 
Beth’s Signature Method. These examples provide a deeper understanding of the options one has when working with 
Beth Minardi Signature.  
Note: The chosen formulas are generic guidelines to help you establish the principles of this formulation method.

Client #1: Permanent Color Example  
NL = Level 3 (Medium Brown)
% Gray = 50%
Chosen Formula = 5BB True Brunette Permanent 
Creme Color and 20 Volume Developer
Processing Method =
30 minutes at room temperature 
45 minutes for resistant gray at room temperature

Beth’s Result:
The Level 3 (medium brown) pigmented hair will 
lighten to about a Level 4 (light brown), and the 
nonpigmented hair will turn to a level 5 (lightest 
brown)—a very soft, pretty Level 4/5 blend.  
Remember that the hair that lightened can be 
slightly warmer, even if a cool shade is used. If you 
use a level 3 permanent color shade on this hair, 
all the hair will "seek the level" of the permanent 
shade and transform to Level 3 (medium brown).

Client #2: Demi-Permanent Creme Example
NL = Level 3 (Medium Brown)
% Gray = 50%
Chosen Formula = 6BB Beechwood 
Demi-Permanent Creme Color and  
5 Volume Developer
Processing Method = 20 minutes with heat;  
20 minutes room temperature

Beth’s Result:
The pigmented hair (Level 3) won't change in  
level, but will take on some new tone. BUT, the 
nonpigmented hair is expected to take on a  
Level 6 (Balanced Blonde). So, we now have an 
expensive shade-on-shade look of Level 6 hair 
mixed with Level 3. The nonpigmented hair 
changed level, while the brown hair did not 
because the demi shade does not LIFT and the 
shade is lighter than the pigmented hair.

Client # 3: Demi-Permanent Liquid Example
NL = Level 3 (Medium Brown)
% Gray = 50% 
Chosen Formula = 4BB Cocoa Fondue Demi-
Permanent Liquid Color and 5 Volume Developer
Processing Method = 20 minutes with heat;  
20 minutes room temperature

Beth’s Result:
The pigmented hair will remain Level 3 and  
the nonpigmented hair will become Level 4.  
Why would I do this instead of using a permanent 
shade?  Because the client says "I do not EVER 
want this hair to fade to red. I hate red hair".  
Or, she wants ABSOLUTELY NO LIFT, and using  
a Level 3 permanent will produce very, very DARK 
monochromatic hair. All hair will be one  
solid shade.

beth minarDi SiGnatUre Permanent anD Demi-Crème  
Gray hair GUiDelineS 

Formulating gray coverage using iCe shades
• To achieve neutral to cool shade results on gray, follow these guidelines:
 o 25% gray hair or less = Mix ½ oz of selected “BB” shade with 1 ½ oz of selected ICE shade
 o 25% to 50% gray hair = Mix 1 oz of selected “BB” shade with 1 oz of selected ICE shade
 o 50% to 75% gray hair = Mix 1 ½ oz of selected “BB” shade with ½ oz of selected ICE shade
 o 75% to 100% gray hair = Mix 1 ¾ oz of selected “BB” shade with ¼ oz of selected ICE shade
Formulating gray coverage for vibrant results using shades containing no background color.
Note: It is never advised to use these shades alone on high percentages of gray unless exceptionally intense results  
are desired.
• To achieve fashion and vibrant shade results on gray hair follow these guidelines: 
 o 25% gray hair or less = Mix ½ oz of selected “BB” shade with 1 ½ oz of selected Copper/Red shade
 o 25% to 50% gray hair = Mix 1 oz of selected “BB” shade with 1 oz of selected Copper/Red shade
 o 50% to 75% gray hair = Mix 1 ½ oz of selected “BB” shade with ½ oz of selected Copper/Red shade
 o 75% to 100% gray hair = Mix 1 ¾ oz of selected “BB” shade with ¼ oz of selected Copper/Red shade

Method  for Mastery of Gray Solutions

Goal
Permanent Crème Demi-Permanent 

Crème
Demi-Permanent 

liqUiD

heat SoUrCe

Create a permanent 
color change lighter 
than the pigmented 
hair, plus completely 

cover the non-
pigmented hair

When effective 
coverage of non-
pigmented hair is 

desired (with no lift of 
the pigmented hair)

Effectively blend 
fine, non-pigmented 

hair (when no lift 
of pigmented hair is 

desired)

√
√

√ √
√



MINARDI LUXURY  
COLOR CARE FORMULAS:
Feature proven, nourishing botanical extracts.

Contain ultra nourishing phyto-collagens, botanically derived proteins that   
restore hair’s natural moisture balance and repair damage to its internal structure.

Utilize breakthrough Ceramide 2, a biomimetic (nature-identical) lipid that   
strengthens and protects hair’s cuticle layer to prevent daily damage and deliver  
unbelievable brilliance and manageability. 

Have never been tested on animals.

“Various types of haircolor affect hair differently 
during the coloring process: the more alkaline the 
service, the more we disrupt the lipids, fatty acids, 
proteins and water in the hair. Minardi Luxury Color 
Care allows you to customize your home regimen to 
meet your client’s specific hair care needs.” –Beth

The System
SYSTeM 1 
WeiGhtleSS

for hair treated with  
Semi- or Demi-Permanent Color

SYSTeM 2 
balanCinG

for hair treated with  
Permanent Color

SYSTeM 3 
noUriShinG

for hair treated with  
High-lift Color or Bleach

Did you know that botanical extracts are 
the vital, most active part of the plant? 
By using ingredients at their most potent 
concentrations, Minardi Luxury Color Care 
formulas ensure maximum benefits for 
color-treated hair.
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all SYSTeMS
FortiFyinG ForTIFYING Pre-waSH THeraPY

Ultra luxurious crème-oil emulsion deeply infuses dry, damaged hair 
with maximum levels of moisture and nourishment. Maximizes the 
absorption, penetration and retention of vital nutrients that fortify 
and replenish color-treated hair. Our most intensive treatment for 
use in-salon and at home. Applied to dry hair prior to shampooing. 

“This is a homogenous broth of fatty acids, proteins, lipids and 
water—it rebuilds hair with what it’s made out of. Pre-Wash rinses 
beautifully and smoothly out of the hair without any greasiness. It 
smells of lavender and amber, so it’s pleasant and makes the salon 
experience great.” –Beth

beth’S tiP:  “When I’m wrapping foils, I apply the Pre-Wash in 
between to deeply repair the hair and help hold the foils in place. 
When a client is having a retouch and the color is on the roots,  
Pre-Wash is simultaneously applied to the dry hair lengths. When 
the client is receiving a retouch from a relaxer, this is on the  hair 
shaft. Pre-Wash is NEVER applied to wet hair.” 

SYSTeM 1
WeiGhtleSS

for hair treated  
with Semi- or Demi-
Permanent Color

hyDration level 1

weIGHTleSS waSH & aFTer waSH

Weightless botanical blend, including vegetable and plant 
proteins, rosemary, geranium, lavender, vitamin B5 and 
jojoba oil, gently cleanses, conditions, protects, detangles 
and nourishes hair to leave it silky smooth, shiny and 
manageable without weight.

“If you’re afraid of products making your hair flat, then this 
weightless regimen is for you. It delivers a perfect dose of 
hydration to hair treated with semi- or demi-permanent 
color, so it shines and holds onto color. Great for use on 
extremely fine, limp hair.” –Beth

note: Effectively removes Vero K-Pak Base Breaker and 

Creme Lightener.

for all Color-Treated Hair

hyDration level 4

SYSTeM 2
balanCinG BalaNCING waSH & aFTer waSH

Luxurious botanical blend, including vegetable proteins, 
natural moisturizers, aloe leaf, rosemary and vitamin B5, 
gently cleanses, restores vital moisture, nourishes and 
protects hair, leaving it silky smooth, shiny, manageable  
and acid-balanced.

“More conditioning than System 1. Leaves hair smooth and 
shiny–never greasy. Replaces more protein, lipids and water. 
Leaves hair easy to style; color remains protected.” –Beth

SYSTeM 3
noUriShinG

for hair treated with  
High-lift Color or Bleach

hyDration level 3

NoUrISHING waSH & aFTer waSH

Ultra moisturizing botanical blend, including rich lipids, 
vegetable and wheat proteins, and with vitamin B5, gently 
cleanses, nourishes and hydrates hair to help it resist 
breaking. Leaves hair silky smooth, shiny, manageable and 
deeply hydrated–never greasy. Great for hair that is both 
permed and colored or relaxed and colored. 

“This makes bleached and high-lifted hair feel like a million 
bucks! It delivers a maximum dose of hydration and 
nutrition with absolutely no greasiness.” –Beth

for hair treated with  
Permanent Color

hyDration level 2
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STYLERS
abUnDanCe volUmizinG Foam
 A sumptuous blend, including botanical extracts and wheat proteins, instantly transforms flat and fine 
strands into full, voluptuous looking hair. 

For maximum volume, combine with Minardi Root Lift. 

“This is amazing expanding mousse/foam is applied to damp hair lengths. When the hair dries, you get 
great body support without stickiness. It’s one of our biggest sellers.” –Beth

root liFt elevatinG miSt  
 An energizing botanical blend, including green tea and chamomile, infuses limp hair with ultimate lift 
and style support at the roots. For maximum volume, combine with Minardi Abundance. 

“Root Lift gives fabulous lift without stickiness. Apply to wet or dry hair. I suggest you dry the hair 
almost completely using a round brush to direct the hair away from the scalp. Then, direct Root Lift 
toward the scalp and continue drying. It is also incredible when creating structured styles, or when 
you’re doing Velcro sets and want a little bit of lift at the scalp. Works beautifully in combination with 
Abundance.” –Beth

SUbDUe Frizz reStraininG Crème
 A luxurious botanical blend, including green tea and chamomile, tames frizz on contact. Creamy 
texture controls volume and smoothes unruly hair. Applied to hair before or after drying.

PieCeS SoFt holD PomaDe
 Modern botanical blend details choppy cuts, eliminates flyaways, and enhances dimensional cuts and 
color with soft hold and a matte finish. 

“This ingenious matte pomade reveals the details of your work. It enhances texture and lets little pieces 
stand out.” –Beth

Gel CoCKtail aDjUStable holD Gel
Botanical proteins and starches deliver flexible, flake-free hold that lasts until you brush through or 
reactivate with water.

“Nothing holds a sleek ponytail or updo like Gel Cocktail.” –Beth 

GliSten Color reFleCtinG DroPS
A luxurious blend with botanical extracts maximizes gloss and color reflection without greasiness, so 
color stays brillienat and lasts.

“GLISTEN glosses and conditions with absolutely no greasiness. Run a frew drops through hair lengths 
with your fingers, or define curls and waves by winding hair around each finger with a tiny bit of 
Glisten.” –Beth 

FiniSh Flexible FiniShinG SPray
This advanced formula delivers flexible, brushable style support wth a sheer yet glossy, color-
enhancing finish. FINISH also provides humidity and thermal protectio up to 450°F and ensures color 
stays brilliant and lasts.

“Finish is the ultimate finishing spray, but is flexible enough during styling to make the hair remember. 
If you have to rework the hair, it gives you the ability and flexibility to brush through the hair again.” 
–Beth46



Education

For more than 30 years, the Minardi name has been synonymous with unparalleled 
color education—the Beth Minardi brands enhance that legacy.  

With this breakthrough system, you get much more than extraordinary color and care. 
You get membership into an exclusive network of like-minded stylists who want to 
achieve a new level of hair care mastery, led by Beth herself.

THE REWARDS OF MEMBERSHIP INCLUDE:  
• Exclusive webinars featuring Beth Minardi Signature formulations, plus color techniques  

that will grow your color confidence and enhance the way you approach your work.  

• Members-only access to STUDIO BETH for online education. 

• VIP seating and pricing to Beth Minardi color events throughout the U.S.

• Preferred admittance to small-group seminars featuring Minardi-trained Artistic Educators. 

• A first look at new products.

• Breaking news announcing the latest color innovations.

• Invites to new product development and testing “think tanks.”

• Interactive, business-building conversations within the forum on minardicolor.com. 
 

“I promise to equip stylists with the knowledge they 
need to become top colorists, so that they create 
great color, confidently solve any color issue in the 
salon and build an amazing color clientele.” –Beth

 49
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Join Beth and her Artistic Color Team! Now, get access and membership to 
an exclusive community of like-minded stylists who want to achieve color 
mastery. Beth Minardi Signature equips professionals with the knowledge and 
skills they need to become top colorists and attract a devoted color clientele.  
Together, we will elevate haircolor to an art form and put it back where it 
belongs—in YOUR salon!

beth minarDi SiGnatUre methoD eDUCational oFFerinGS: 

DvD tUtorialS
Minardi DVD tutorials are designed unlike any other educational DVD! Beth demonstrates her innovative 
techniques in real time, so it's like being in the salon with her. Her innate ability to communicate clearly and 
concisely makes these tutorials an invaluable tool for any learning program. The tutorials use Beth Minardi 
Signature haircolor to train some of her most popular techniques, like American Balayage, Lit From Within and 
Over the Top, for creating immaculate, moneymaking color in the salon.  

StUDio beth on minardicolor.com
Interact with the color icon herself on minardicolor.com! Throughout the year, Beth will post new tutorials, tips 
and business advice in the Studio Beth section of minardicolor.com.

SiGnatUre WebinarS
Easy to use and easy to follow, Beth Minardi Signature webinars are the perfect way to learn in your own space,  
at your own pace. Our webinars featuring Beth Minardi cover all the hot topics that you want to know about—
topics that inform and motivate, such as salon blonding techniques to recreate "Marilyn blondes", plus tips on how 
to increase your color revenue and create dimensional haircolor that covers gray. Usually $19.99, Beth’s signature 
web series is complimentary to Beth Minardi Signature customers.

ShoWS
Join Beth Minardi for an in depth journey into the wonderful world of professional haircoloring.  These career-
changing live seminars are designed for those who want to approach color more confidently. Each show is packed 
with life-changing, profit-building ideas, formulas and techniques. Don’t miss your opportunity to network with 
other up-and-coming colorists and immerse yourself in a learning experience with the most dynamic name in 
haircolor—Beth Minardi.

The Brand Promise Equip stylists with the knowledge they need to become top colorists.

ai (artiStiC inStitUte) 
You’ve seen the shows. Now come and spend an entire day immersed in the Beth 
Minardi Signature Method of coloring hair.  Join members from Beth’s esteemed 
Minardi Artistic Colorists team (MAC) for a full day of real-life, useable color 
information designed to take your color business to the next level. American 
Balayage, Over the Top and Lit from Within are just a few of the dynamic color 
techniques you will take back to your salon. This is the GOLD STANDARD in color 
education!
  
“Color CreDentialS” CertiFiCation FeatUrinG  
beth minarDi SiGnatUre methoD
Designed for colorists who want to learn Beth’s way of approaching impeccable, 
multidimensional haircolor, this certification series covers the essentials needed to 
grow your color confidence and enhance the way you approach your work.  
Earn your “Color Credentials” and become a Certified Beth Minardi Signature 
Method colorist!   
 
introDUCtory Salon ClaSS For SiGnatUre hairColor
There is a method to creating moneymaking, multidimensional haircolor, and 
Beth Minardi Signature was designed to complement that philosophy. Spend two 
hours with a Minardi Education Team member and learn what makes Beth Minardi 
Signature THE color for your clients. 

Salon/Store Demo For SiGnatUre hairColor
Seeing is believing! See why Beth Minardi Signature is so unique. Spend three 
hours with a Minardi Educator as they demonstrate what makes Beth Minardi 
Signature—personally developed by Beth after years of perfecting haircolor for 
other major color lines—the gold standard in performance! Plus, get exclusive tips 
on technique, placement and solutions for solving common haircolor challenges.
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Color Science

Permanent haircolor has the ability to lighten hair. These products are formulated at an effective higher pH 
(particularly high-lift shades) and use various volumes of hydrogen peroxide. 

Demi-Permanent haircolors are formulated to work at a lower pH than permanent haircolor 
formulations; therefore, the cuticle is less open and oxidation occurs closer to the surface of  the hair. Beth 
Minardi Signature Demi-Permanent Creme are slightly alkaline while Beth Minardi Signature Demi-Permanent 
Liquid are acidic.

hydrogen Peroxide is an oxidizing agent. It is a catalyst which activates the dye molecule. 

natural virgin hair is protected by a layer of unique fatty acids known as 18-MEA. 18-MEA is the fatty 
lipid layer that binds to the surface of the cuticle and acts as the hair’s natural conditioning system. Because the 
lipid layer has a natural lubricating mechanism and is water-repellent, it provides each hair fiber with a built-in 
conditioning system that reduces damage caused by blow-drying and brushing.

During permanent haircoloring, the combination of hydrogen peroxide, ammonia and high pH removes some of 
the protective lipid layer, causing additional oxidation of the hair’s surface and some physiochemical changes in  
the hair fiber. 

Repeated coloring with higher pH products can cause this protective surface to completely disappear. As a result, 
the hair becomes hydrophilic (water-loving) instead of hydrophobic (water-repelling), and the natural lubricating 
properties are removed. 

Once the protective shield is gone, hair becomes susceptible to oxidation and damage. It feels dry and is hard  
to detangle, plus It looks duller, less colorful, and requires more conditioning.

When coloring hair, the pigment changes are desirable. However, the changes to proteins and lipids can cause hair 
to become more susceptible to damage. By utilizing Beth Minardi Signature Calibrated Nutrition System, we are 
able to replace the exact level of proteins and lipids displaced by the level of ammonia, hydrogen peroxide and 
pH of specific color formulations.  

Beth Minardi Signature is the first and only haircolor to feature this Calibrated Nutrition System. This is a 
combination of phyto-collagen and Ceramide 2 nutritional delivery system that serves two functions: 
1.  Provide an ideal environment for the haircolor formulation to perform at an optimal level. Precisely    
 formulated with the right amount of lipids and protein to allow both ultimate lift of hair’s natural pigment  
 and maximum deposit of dye molecules deep into the hair, resulting in rich, long-lasting color results.
2. Replace the exact amount of proteins and lipids displaced by each haircolor formula based on its level  
 of ammonia, hydrogen peroxide and pH. Provides complete reconditioning of both hair’s internal structure  
 and outer lipid layer, resulting in radiant, healthy hair with beautiful body and elasticity that holds on to  
 color longer. 

pH Chart

As you will see in the chart below, the full range of pH is from 0.1 on the low, acidic portion of the scale, and goes 
up to 14 on the high, alkaline portion. Next to the chart are some examples of pH to understand why and how 
certain products and chemical services alter the hair.

The pH scale is a logarithmic function, so it multiplies itself by ten with each increment, moving up or down the 
pH scale. Therefore, a pH of 5 is 10 times more acid than a pH of 6.

* Tap water varies greatly from city to city.

Power of 
Hydrogen ions 
compared to 
distilled water

1/10,000,000 14 Sodium Hydroxide, 

Examples  
of solutions  

and their 
respective pH

1/10,000,000 13 Oven Cleaner

1/100,000 12 Household Ammonia

1/10,000 11 Off-Scalp Lightener

1/1,000 10 Milk of Magnesia

1/100 9
Permanent Haircolor 

On-the-Scalp 
Lightener

1/10 8 Acid Wave

0 7
Demi-Permanent 

Haircolor

10 6 Neutral pH Waves

100 5 Tap Water*

1,000 4 Skin and Hair

10,000 3 Wine and Beer

100,000 2 Lemon Juice

1,000,000 1 Hydrochloric Acid

10,000,000 0 Battery Acid
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Beth Minardi Signature Glossary

hair StrUCtUre
Cuticle – Outermost layer of the hair shaft; protects hair 
shaft. 
Cortex – Layer directly beneath cuticle; contains natural 
pigments and melanins.
medulla – Inner structure of hair; sometimes absent in very  
fine hair. 
eumelanin – A black-brown pigment found in brown and 
blonde hair. Breaks up easily and lightens quickly.
Pheomelanin – Red-yellow pigments found in black and 
brown hair; can be difficult to break up; shows as orange 
reflection. 
texture – Diameter of hair shaft (fine, medium or coarse).
elasticity – Ability of hair to stretch and return to its 
original form without breaking.
Porosity – Ability of the hair to absorb water or other 
liquids. Porous hair accepts (grabs) haircolor faster. 
Longer length hair generally shows more porosity (dull in 
appearance).
Density – Amount of hair on head per square inch 
(thickness vs. texture).
integrity – Quality of hair shaft.

General hair SCienCe
amino acids – Building blocks of protein; combine to form 
peptides.
Ceramide 2 – Intercellular cement that reduces 
displacement of natural lipids, preventing the dehydrating 
effects of haircolor on hair.
Phyto-collagens – Proteins that stabilize and replenish the 
natural fibers of the hair. 

natUral hair Color
Pigmented hair – Still pigmented, natural hair color is 
composed of melanins (Eumelanin, Pheomelainin, or both) 
in the cortex of the hair. Includes naturally black to blonde 
hair.
nonpigmented hair – When hair loses its melanin. An 
absence of melanin.
Gray hair – See Non-Pigmented Hair.

hairColor ChemiStry 

ph Scale – The degree of acidity or alkalinity of any water 
solution, based  on numeric scale ranging from 0 (very 
acidic) to 14 (very alkaline; pH 7 is Neutral, below pH 7 is 
conditioning to hair and above pH 7 swells the hair shaft. 
The pH Scale is logarithmic, and as a result each whole pH 
value is ten times more acidic as you decrease in numbers 
(below 7). The opposite is true of the alkaline side of the 
pH Scale (above 7); each number is ten times more alkaline 
than the number preceding it.
acidic – Water-based solution below pH 7 on scale; 
helps smooth the cuticle layer of the hair; considered 
“conditioning”.
alkaline – Water-based solution having a pH greater than  
7; causes “swelling” action to the hair. Necessary for 
certain chemical services to the hair, i.e. permanent waving, 
permanent haircolor, hair straighteners, etc.
ammonia – Colorless gas consisting of hydrogen and 
nitrogen that has a pH above 7 (swells hair shaft). When 
mixed with hydrogen peroxide, it oxidizes the “colorless 
color molecules”, and assists in lightening natural melanin 
(pigmented hair).
oxidative Dyes – Small, colorless color molecules that 
require hydrogen peroxide to develop or process into 
finished color shade.
Direct Dye – Pre-formed color dye; pre-oxidized dyes. No 
hydrogen peroxide is required. Stains the cuticle layer. Can 
be an acidic- or alkaline-based solution.
Developer – An oxidizing agent (hydrogen peroxide) with a 
pH below 7 that acts as catalyst chemically to develop or 
process  oxidative color dyes.
volume of Developers – Unit of measurement typically 
expressed numerically ( 10 Volume, 20 Volume, 30 Volume, 
40 Volume), or,in percentages such as 3%, 6%, etc. The 
measurement indicates the amount of available volatile 
oxygen present in the hydrogen peroxide solution. For 
example:  1 liter of 10 Volume Peroxide has 10 liters of 
compressed oxygen in its water base. The number 10 or the 
equivalent ( 3%) identifies the available oxygen content.
Processing time – The time required for color product 
to develop into what it is designed to be. All categories of 
color require different processing times. Room temperature 
and/or heat sources are also important considerations.

hairColor CateGorieS
Permanent – Natural hair can be lightened with deposit. 
A permanent change to pigmented hair; provides solid 
coverage of gray. Utilizes various volumes of developer.
Demi-Permanent – Designed to deepen hair. Works at 
a lower alkaline pH than permanent color products; can 
provide gray coverage. Some brands are acidic and provide 
gray blending. Uses both oxidative and non-oxidative dyes.
Semi-Permanent – Designed to add tonality only (with no 
lift and no hydrogen peroxide).  Direct, pre-formed color 
dyes are used. Use product straight out of its package. 
Depending on hair porosity, can last up to 6 to 8 shampoos.
temporary – Slight tonality only; uses no developer. 
Longevity (based on hair porosity) is very short.
lighteners – (bleach, decolorizers) products formulated 
at high pH (ammonium , sodium persulfates and potassium 
persulfates) that are designed to remove melanin and 
artificial color molecules from the hair. Traditional 
lighteners are created for lift only, no deposit. Can be 
powder form, oil or cream form. 

the PrinCiPleS GoverninG the 
beth minarDi SiGnatUre methoD
These principles serve as a guide for how Beth Minardi 
approaches color formulation and application.
• Do No Harm
• The Right Color for the Right Job
• Use Beth Minardi Signature 
• Know How Porosity Affects Color
• Know Your Zones
• Create color that is better than the color you were  
  born with
• Use the right language
• Results today and in 4 weeks 

aPPliCation methoD
zone one – 1-inch from the scalp, regrowth area.
zone two – Mid-shaft of the hair, from starting where  
Zone 1 ends.
zone three – Hair past the shoulders; overly porous hair,  
not all hair will have Zone 3.

hairColor theory
Primary Colors – Colors that cannot be made by mixing 
other colors, i.e. Blue, Red, Yellow. Blue is the darkest/
coolest primary color; it overpowers both other primaries 
to create cool tones. Yellow is the lightest primary color. 
Secondary Colors – Two Primary Colors mixed together 
to create a new color, i.e. Blue + Red = Violet, Blue + Yellow 
= Green, Red + Yellow = Orange. Red and Yellow mixed 
together create strongest warm color (Orange) even though 
it is a Secondary Color.
tertiary Colors – Mixing a Primary with a Secondary color, 
i.e. blue-green, blue-violet, blue-green, red-orange, yellow-
orange.
tone – Warmth or coolness of a shade.
Cool tone – Colors that are predominantly blue, or a 
mixture of secondary colors violet and green.
Warm tones  – Colors that are primarily red  and yellow or 
some mixture of both. 
base Color – The tonality of a shade, i.e. blue-violet, red.
background Color – The amount of the shade base 
that “anchors” the shade and gives natural  and multi-
dimensional results and excellent for gray coverage.
Grey blending – Lightly covering gray when coloring hair.
lightening hair – Making natural hair color lighter.
Underlying Pigment – The warmth contributed by 
the natural hair during the lightening (lifting) process. 
Underlying pigment can be used to enhance desired result, 
or may require formulating with cool shade to counteract 
unwanted warmth.

StaGeS oF liGhteninG

Levels 10-12  Pale-Yellow

Level 9            Yellow

Level 8            Yellow-Orange

Level 7             Orange-Yellow

Level 6            Orange

Level 5            Red-Orange

Level 4            Red
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